Due to the recent explosion of multimedia formats and the need to convert between them, more attention is drawn to picture rate conversion. Moreover, growing demands on video motion portrayal without judder or blur requires improved format conversion. The simplest conversion repeats the latest picture until a more recent one becomes available. Advanced methods estimate the motion of moving objects to interpolate their correct position in additional images. Although motion blur and judder have been reduced using motion compensation, artifacts, especially around the moving objects in sequences with fast motion, may be disturbing. Previous work has reduced this so-called 'halo' artifact, but the overall result is still perceived as sub-optimal due to the complexity of the heuristics involved. In this paper, we aim at reducing the heuristics by designing LMS up conversion filters optimized for pre-defined local spatio-temporal image classes. Design and evaluation, and a benchmark with earlier techniques will be discussed. In general, the proposed approach gives better results.
INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, video is captured at 50Hz or 60Hz and films are shot at 24Hz or 25Hz. Currently, almost any picture rate is seen on the Internet. Conversion to higher picture rates is often necessary, especially with the emergence of improved motion portrayal with 100Hz and 120Hz displays 1 . Simple algorithms, like picture repetition and linear interpolation, introduce artifacts such as motion judder and blur 2 . In order to reduce such artifacts, the motion compensated (MC) picture rate up conversion has been developed 2 . Based on motion estimation (ME), the motion trajectory of the moving object is estimated and the right position for each object in the interpolated image can be determined. This gives a far better visual result than the older non-MC algorithms.
The quality obtained with MC strongly depends on the reliability and accuracy of the motion estimator, which is typically worse at object boundaries. Furthermore, even with correct motion vectors, the interpolation is not trivial. In interpolated images, annoying artifacts may still occur in state-of-the-art implementations, especially in the so-called occlusion regions.
We expect an earlier proposal 3 , which aims at reducing the artifacts, to be sub-optimal, given the complexity of the heuristics involved. Therefore, in this paper, we aim to replace the heuristics with a methodology based on 'trained filters'. The essence of this approach is that the local image is classified with respect to the spatio-temporal domain and a Least Mean Squares (LMS) filter 2 is used for interpolation in each local image class. The optimal filter coefficients for every class are calculated in an off-line training process. Trained filters have been applied previously in applications such as compression artifact reduction 4 as well as de-interlacing 5 . For the application of motion compensated interpolation a different challenge is posed to the design of the filter aperture compared to previous applications. The pixels of the employed filter aperture are not from a fixed location, but from locations computed with the help of motion fields, rendering the spatio-temporal filter aperture dynamic. The mixing of the set of pixels in the filter aperture, the so-called pixel candidates, determines the output pixel. For each defined class, the MSE-optimal (Mean Square Error) mixing coefficients are computed in the training phase and stored in a look-up table (LUT). Coefficients from this LUT are applied to perform real-time picture rate up conversion. The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces earlier MC methods and their flaws, while motivating our proposed method. Section 3 elaborates on the design of the adaptive trained filter. Section 4 provides results and a comparison with existing picture rate conversion algorithms. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.
MOTION COMPENSATION

Motion Estimation
Motion estimation (ME) is a prerequisite for our proposed picture rate up conversion method. In order to achieve truemotion at an acceptable implementation cost, we apply 3-D Recursive Search (3-DRS) motion estimation 6 . This is a block-matcher, i.e. it chooses the output motion vector based on a match criterion, for which we use the Summed Absolute Difference ( SAD ):
In eq. (1), C r indicates the candidate vector, ( ) B X r is a block with width X and height Y , X r is the center of the current block, and ( , ) F x n r is the luminance value of the pixel at position x r in frame n . The motion vector ( , ) D X n r r , pointing from 1 n − to n , is the candidate vector C r that yields the minimum SAD .
To arrive at the true-motion, prediction vectors from a spatial-temporal region are used to limit the candidate set of motion vectors. In our implementation of 3-DRS, the candidate vector set ( , ) CS x n r is defined by (see also Fig. 1 ): X r in the current frame.
2 Motion Compensated Interpolation
Several up conversion methods exist. The Motion Compensated Average (MCA) 7 combines two pixels from the previous and the current frame linearly. From each frame, MC pixels (see Fig. 2 ) are fetched using the motion vectors. Then the MCA is calculated by using:
where ( ) F x r is the luminance value of a pixel at position x r , D ur is the motion vector and α is the temporal position for the interpolated frame, between frame 1 n − and frame n . However, MCA is vulnerable when wrong motion vectors are used to interpolate fine structures and text.
Dynamic median (DM)
2 has been suggested to give a better result than MCA in detailed textures while reasonably preserving static regions:
where
is the non-motion compensated average (see Fig. 2 ) and 'med' denotes the median operation. Analysis shows, however, that none of these MC methods can fully avoid the interpolation artifacts. In individual situations, different up conversion techniques are optimal (e.g. with regard to occlusion regions). With an adaptive trained filter, the different situations can be classified and an MSE-optimal up conversion result can be obtained by optimizing the filter coefficients for each class. Later in the design of the adaptive trained filter, the above mentioned MCA and DM serve as pixel candidates. Their output, along with further pixels, forms the aperture of the adaptive trained up conversion filter. 
CLASSIFICATION BASED ADAPTIVE TRAINED FILTER
Training and Application Phases
We shall describe the trained filter method in two parts: the off-line training process (Fig. 3 ) and the application process (Fig. 4) . In the training process, first the reference sequences are temporally sub-sampled by a factor of two for the later performed optimization process. The filter aperture is computed by selecting and processing motion compensated pixels from the low frame rate sequence as described in Section 3.2. Each pixel of the low frame rate sequence is classified based on the properties of the motion vector field and the pixel candidates as illustrated in Section 3.3. The optimal coefficients per class are obtained by the Least Mean Square (LMS) optimization and stored in a look-up table (LUT). The application process (Fig. 4) takes advantage of the optimal coefficients that are generated in the training process. Each time a pixel from the low frame rate sequence is assigned to a specific class, the coefficients that give the minimum error for this class are retrieved from the LUT and applied to generate the output pixel at the interpolated position. Thus, all the candidate pixels belonging to a specific class are accumulated in the form of a linear expression with weights assigned to each pixel. After this application process, an MSE-optimal up converted sequence is obtained, given the same sequence, pixel candidates as well as the same classification method. 
Filter Aperture Design
For picture rate conversion, we need to interpolate pixels at a desired temporal position. In practice, this means that the relevant pixels for up conversion are selected by using the motion vectors, which are determined in the earlier performed ME process. Hence, our filter aperture contains samples from the previous and the current frame, which we refer to as candidate pixels. Typically, an ME uses 2 frames, but a more advanced method has been proposed which employs 3 frames 3 where the motion vectors are available at the position of the original frames. In our work, we adopt 3-frame ME and the motion vectors are recalculated for the interpolated position.
The outputs from MCA and DM, as described in Section 2, are incorporated in the filter aperture. However as illustrated in Fig. 5 , around moving objects, neither MCA nor DM provide good results. They tend to avoid non-median grey values existing only in one of the two frames and tend to mix the previous and the current frame, whereas the information exists only in, either the previous, or the current frame.
In the covering and uncovering areas in occlusion regions (Fig. 5) , the information for the interpolated pixel is only available in one frame. Hence, we add MC pixel candidates that are fetched by motion vectors employed at the interpolated position but which are computed at the position of the original previous and the original current frames. By introducing these pixel candidates, the filter aperture contains not only the mixed MC pixel candidates such as MCA and DM, but also the extrapolated pixel candidates originating only from one frame which should receive a higher weight in the occlusion regions. Furthermore, due to the potential inaccuracy and unreliability of the motion vector field at the interpolated position in occlusion areas, we introduce candidate pixels from the previous and the current frame fetched using motion vectors valid at the previous frame or the current frame.
In summary, the candidate pixels consist of the following (see Fig. 6 for a flow chart of the pixel candidate selection):
2. Dynamic Median:
3. MC pixels from the previous and the current frame (using motion vectors at the interpolated position):
4. MC pixels from the previous and the current frame (using motion vectors valid at the position of the original frames): 
Classification Method
In order to reduce the error for the interpolated frame, we categorize the pixels into different classes. The filter is optimal when each class represents a unique situation (e.g. a covering or uncovering occlusion region) for which the combination of the MC pixel candidates can provide a good interpolation result.
Motion Boundary Detection
A typical sequence with occlusion areas shows objects moving in different directions, or with different velocities. We use the difference of the motion vectors to detect the boundary of the moving objects. The calculation is based on the Absolute Vector Difference ( AVD ) on block basis.
The difference is made between neighboring blocks by using:
)
where i D r AVD is larger than a pre-defined threshold, we treat this block as a motion boundary area.
Occlusion Region Detection
For a good interpolation result it is beneficial to exactly identify the location of the occlusion regions, and also correctly determine the type of occlusion, i.e. covering or uncovering. There is an existing method for occlusion detection 8 . In our method, we design a similar but more robust method for occlusion detection by extending the method to the vertical direction as well.
The aim is similar to the motion boundary detection, as we would like to detect discontinuities in the motion vector field. The difference is that we would like to identify the location and size of the occlusion regions, and determine the type of occlusion, i.e. covering or uncovering.
In order to detect a vertical edge, the absolute difference of motion vectors in block 1 X and 2 X (Fig. 7) is calculated for the x and y components separately. Similarly, the horizontal edge could be detected by calculating the absolute difference of motion vectors in block 3 X and 4 X .
If the absolute difference is higher than a certain threshold, we define it as an occlusion region: If we define a vector pointing from left to right and from bottom to top as positive, then the covering region has the following property:
while on the other hand, an uncovering region is identified if:
In our implementation, the output CO of the occlusion detection represents the certainty of occlusion and the types of occlusion.
Statistical Information
Besides the motion information that has been developed above, statistical information regarding the pixel candidates is incorporated as well to improve the performance of the classification, e.g. similar luminance values of the pixel candidates indicate a non-occlusion region while dissimilar luminance values indicate an occlusion region or unreliable motion vectors.
There are different ways to evaluate the statistical information, for example, entropy, dynamic range and standard deviation. We chose the standard deviation ( SD ) as statistical information since this kind of information gives an indication of the structure of local pixel candidates and is easily implemented. The SD value is calculated as follows:
where N is the number of candidates, ( ) F i is the luminance value of pixel candidate i and F is the average luminance value of all the pixel candidates.
Classifier Implementation
By combining the described values, we generate a classifier, which classifies the incoming pixels according to the motion boundary detection, occlusion detection and statistical information. Fig. 8 shows the block diagram of the classifier and the number of bits used for the AVD, CO and SD output. The number of classification bits influences the accuracy of the classifier and is determined experimentally. Since the occlusion region detection has a positive impact on the up conversion performance, most bits are used for CO. 
Training Sequences
It is important to select training data which addresses a wide range of content. In order to contain sufficient training data, we chose 13 video sequences ( Fig. 9 shows snapshots of some training sequences). 
RESULTS
MSE Evaluation
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, the MSE between the up converted sequences and the original sequences is calculated (Fig. 10) . The comparison is made between the proposed method, the adaptive trained filter (TF), and the occlusion-aware interpolation method 3 (HR) which, on the basis of a binary decision of the occlusion region detection, interpolates (no occlusion region) or extrapolates (occlusion region) pixels. For the purpose of evaluation, we chose 8 sequences that differ in many aspects to evaluate the up conversion methods. Those 8 sequences are not included in the training data set. The comparison in Table 1 shows that the proposed adaptive trained filter outperforms HR in terms of MSE in all the sequences with an average improvement of 13%. 
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NSE Evaluation
The MSE calculated above could give information about the error between the original frames and the interpolated ones, however, this metric itself, does not match optimally with the human perception. In general, the MSE would contain errors that are globally distributed over the interpolated frame whereas sometimes the most disturbing errors come from the locally clustered errors. Therefore, the Number of Significant Errors (NSE) 9 , which captures the most visible local artifacts, is introduced as another measure to evaluate the quality of our proposed algorithm. Table 2 . NSE scores of HR and TF.
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As indicated in Table 2 , our proposed method performs better than HR (18% improvement). In general, these results confirm the improvement measured with MSE, thus the validity of our method, from an objective point of view, could be verified. In a subjective comparison the improvement has been confirmed by a small number of expert viewers. By using the trained filter, the number of the error blocks (light blocks in Fig. 11 ) has been reduced, while correspondingly the picture quality has improved. 
CONCLUSION
The quality obtained with MC picture rate up conversion strongly depends on the reliability and accuracy of the motion estimator, which is typically worse at object boundaries. Even in state-of-the-art implementations annoying artifacts in the interpolated images may occur, particularly in the so-called occlusion regions due to the complexity of the heuristics involved.
Therefore, we aim to replace the heuristics with a methodology based on 'trained filters'. The local image is spatiotemporally classified and a Least Mean Squares (LMS) filter is designed and used for interpolation in each local image class. The optimal filter coefficients for every class are calculated in an off-line training process and stored in a look-up table for real-time up conversion.
With the designed filter aperture and the motion information used in the classification, i.e. the motion boundary detection, occlusion detection, and standard deviation of the input pixel candidates to the filter, the proposed algorithm turns out to be more robust for vector errors. It performs better (>10%) than the reference halo-reduced method. We evaluated our proposal in comparison with alternative methods in a subjective comparison as well as objectively, using the metrics MSE and NSE. The NSE has been designed to reflect the perceived quality of up converted video. Our proposed method provides a formally more accurate way to calculate the interpolated frames for the purpose of picture rate up conversion, indicated by both MSE and NSE improvements and also the visual observation of expert viewers.
We believe that based on the proposed methodology, improvements in classification, pixel candidate selection and in the choice of training sequences could be beneficial for a better up conversion quality.
